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PAPER
A Reactive Management System for Reliable Power Supply
in a Building Microgrid with Vehicle-to-Grid Interaction

Shoko KIMURA†a), Nonmember, Yoshihiko SUSUKI†b), Member, and Atsushi ISHIGAME†c), Nonmember

SUMMARY We address a BEMS (Building Energy Management Sys-
tem) to guarantee reliability of electric-power supply in dynamic uncertain
environments. The building microgrid as the target of BEMS has multi-
ple distributed power sources including a photo-voltaic power system and
Electric-Vehicle (EV). EV is regarded as an autonomously-moving battery
due to the original means of transportation and is hence a cause of dynamic
uncertainty of the building microgrid. The main objective of synthesis of
BEMS in this paper is to guarantee the continuous supply of power to the
most critical load in a building microgrid and to realize the power supply to
the other loads according to a ranking of load importance. We synthesize
the BEMS as a reactive control system that monitors changes of dynamic
uncertain environment of the microgrid including departure and arrival of
an EV, and determines a route of power supply to the most critical load.
Also, we conduct numerical experiments of the reactive BEMS using mod-
els of power flows in the building and of charging states of the batteries.
The experiments are incorporated with data measured in a practical office
building and demonstration project of EMS at Osaka, Japan. We show
that the BEMS works for extending the time duration of continuous power
supply to the most critical load.
key words: energy management system, electric vehicle, building micro-
grid, reactive system, formal method, linear temporal logic

1. Introduction

This paper addresses a Building Energy Management Sys-
tem (BEMS) to guarantee reliability of electric-power supply
in dynamic uncertain environments. A BEMS is the essen-
tial component of modern buildings that is responsible for
minimizing energy consumption while maintaining occu-
pants’ comfort [1]. The impact of resilience and security of
BEMS spreads both locally (electrical andmechanical equip-
ment for continuousmaintenance of occupants’ comfort) and
globally (distribution grids and distributed energy systems)
[2]. The primary objective of BEMS is that against such
impacts it guarantees reliability of energy supply to loads
in a building. The so-called reliability in context of energy
supply is referred as supplying energy without interruption
[3]. Thus, in order to guarantee the supply reliability, it is of
basic significance to synthesize a BEMS that monitors and
controls complex behaviors of loads (including occupants),
commercial grid, and distributed energy resources such as
Photo-Voltaic (PV) generation unit and battery.

In-vehicle (or on-board) batteries have attracted a lot of
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interests for realizing reliable energy management systems
[4]. Electrification of automobiles has been drawing atten-
tion to solve environmental problems [5] and is expected
to provide energy and services into the future power grid
[6]. An Electric Vehicle (EV) is regarded as a small-scale
power source as well as the original means of transportation
and is thus studied from various viewpoints for utilization
in electric power grids: see e.g. [7]–[14]. In particular,
the so-called Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) as a coordinated use of
in-vehicle batteries for grid’s support is considered in [10]–
[14]. It should be emphasized from [15] that because every
EV has its primary concern of transportation, it is necessary
to develop the V2G technology with considering its primary
use in transportation. Here, in terms of BEMS, an EV oc-
casionally arrives/leaves the building as the primary means
and thus results in a time-varying change of topology of the
building microgrid. Thus, it is required to handle the dy-
namic uncertain nature of the V2G interaction in order to
establish the reliable power supply.

Synthesis of EMS in dynamic uncertain environments
has been recently studied using the formal method [16]. The
authors of [17] apply a framework of model checking [18]
to design and implementation of robust smart grids. The au-
thors of [19]–[21] develop methodology and tool for synthe-
sis of reactive control systems from specifications described
by Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [18] and apply them to an
aircraft power system. A reactive system is a system that
maintains an ongoing interaction with its environment, as
opposed to computing some final value on termination [22].
LTL is a form used in software engineering to verify the
correctness of sequence of discrete states including the tem-
poral concept [18]. By using the form, it is demonstrated in
[19]–[21] that a reactive control system is automatically syn-
thesized that dynamically reacts to changes of the uncertain
environment of aircraft power system. In [23], by follow-
ing this, the so-called output leveling of a household power
system is achieved with a reactive control system. Also, syn-
thesis and real-time simulation of a reactive control system
for reliable hot-water supply in a hospital are reported in
[24].

Based on the preceding works, in this paper we synthe-
size and evaluate a reactive BEMS that handles the configu-
ration change of a buildingmicrogrid due to EV and achieves
reliable power supply to the most critical load in the building
microgrid. The reactive architecture of BEMS is promising
for managing dynamic uncertain environments. A rudimen-
tary model of the building microgrid based on a practical

Copyright © 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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office building [25] is introduced and studied throughout
this paper.

The contributions of this paper are two-fold. One con-
tribution is to solve the synthesis problem of reactive BEMS
using the methodology and tool in [19]–[21]. The BEMS
reacts to changes in the environment of microgrid including
arrival and leave of EV, and operates switches in the mi-
crogrid in order to archive the continuous supply of power
to the most critical load. Although this is one application
of the formal method-based synthesis [19]–[21], we show
for the first time that the formal method is effective for de-
veloping a BEMS with cooperation of EV. The novelty of
the work is that we include the utilization of EV as a plug-
and-play power source in the synthesis of reactive energy
management systems, which does not appear in [23]. The
other contribution is to conduct numerical experiments of the
reactive BEMS using simulations with measurement data in
the practical office building and aV2Gdemonstration project
at Osaka, Japan. Precisely, we conduct a series of numerical
simulations in mathematical models of power flows in the
microgrid and of charging states of batteries while incorpo-
rating time-series data on generation and load as well as EV
movement. Thus, we show that the synthesizedBEMSworks
for extending the duration of continuous power supply to the
most critical load, which is regarded as a secondary benefit
of the reactive BEMS. In particular, the duration under the
trip of commercial power source is sufficiently extended by
utilizing EV.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we introduce the buildingmicrogrid studied in this paper, and
we state the synthesis objective. In Sect. 3, we describe re-
quirements of the grid’s management as LTL specifications
and presents the synthesis result with a concrete example
of control actions. In Sect. 4, we conduct numerical sim-
ulations of the synthesized BEMS using the measurement
data. Section 5 is the conclusion of this paper with a brief
summary.

2. Building Microgrid and Synthesis Objective

In this section, we show the configuration of building mi-
crogrid studied in this paper. Next, we introduce the main
objective of synthesis of reactive BEMS. For the synthesis
objective, a series of requirements of the grid’s management
is presented.

2.1 Building Microgrid

Figure 1 shows the configuration of building microgrid that
we study in this paper. This configuration is based on the
practical office building [25]. This grid is connected to a
commercial power sourceG1 and includes PV (PhotoVoltaic
power source) G2, Battery G3, and EV G4. The distribution
network in the grid links the commercial power source G1
and the multiple distributed power sources Gi (i = 2, 3, 4) to
the electric loads denoted as N L, CL, and L. The symbol
N L corresponds to a normal load of a showroom in the prac-

Fig. 1 Building microgrid that we study in this paper. This grid includes
a PV (PhotoVoltaic power source), a Battery and an EV (Electric Vehicle).
The electric loads are denoted as NL, CL, and L. The symbol NL
corresponds to a normal load of a showroom in the practical office building,
CL to a critical load of evacuation place and a control server as CPU of
BEMS, and L to a critical load of research equipments. The direction
of each arrow represents the positiveness of value of the corresponding
power. This paper aims to synthesize a supply route of power to the critical
loads by changing the status (open or close) of switches denoted as Si
(i = 1, . . . , 11).

Table 1 Meaning of power flows denoted as arrows in Fig. 1.
p0 Output power from commercial power source
pPV Output power from PV
pPVG Power from PV to the distribution network
pPVB Power from PV to Battery
pBG Power from the distribution network to Battery

pBNLCL Power from Battery to NL orCL

p0NL Power from the distribution network to NL

pNL Power flowing into NL

pBCL Power from Battery to CL

pGCL Power from the distribution network to CL

pEVCL Power from EV toCL

pEVG Power from the distribution network to EV

pEVL Power from EV to L

pGL Power from the distribution network to L

tical office building, CL to a critical load of evacuation place
and a control server as CPU of BEMS, and L to a critical
load of research equipments. Thus, the importance of these
loads is ranked from CL, L, to N L. This will be addressed
below when we consider the grid’s management under the
trip of commercial power source. In addition, the symbols Si
(i = 1, . . . , 11) denote the switches (circuit breakers) of the
building microgrid that determine its configuration and cor-
respond to the actuation devices on the grid’s management.
Note that the direction of each arrow in Fig. 1 represents the
positiveness of value of the corresponding power. Table 1
summarizes the meaning of power flows p∗.

2.2 Synthesis Objective

The main objectives of synthesis of BEMS in this paper are
two-fold:

(i) to guarantee the continuous supply of power to the most
critical load CL;
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(ii) to realize the power supply to the other loads according
to their ranking.

Here, it should be noted that the synthesized BEMS needs
to work in a dynamically-changing environment. Examples
of the environment are the sudden trip of commercial power
source, arrival and departure of EV, and failure of any gen-
eration unit.

For the synthesis objective, there are fundamental re-
quirements of the grid’s management and of the power
sources that need to be taken into account:

(iii) If commercial power source G1 is tripped, then any
distributed power source in the grid is disconnected
from G1. This is a practical regulation listed in the
Japanese grid code [26], which is related to safety of
technicians repairing G1.

(iv) Under the tripped case, no mixing of electricity from
any two power sources is allowed. This appears in [21]
so that any problem on synchronization of AC power
sources can be avoided.

(v) The grid-connected inverter for PVG2 is of grid-feeding
type [27], and the inverters for Battery G3 and EV G4
are of grid-forming type [27]. Hence, G2 becomes out
of operation if no other power source is available in the
grid, while G3 and G4 are capable of operating even if
no other source is available.

(vi) PV G2, which is the renewable-based power source in
the grid, is utilized maximally. This leads to reduction
of amount of power supplied from commercial power
source G1 that is sometimes costly. For this, under the
trip of G1, G2 can supply power to G3 (that is, charging
of Battery from PV) as denoted by pPVB in Fig. 1.

(vii) If any power source is out of operation, then it should be
disconnected from the grid. This is required in order to
prevent any flow of power into a source, which possibly
causes its unintended damage.

According to the above requirements and load ranking,
we will introduce in Sect. 3.2 a series of temporal logic spec-
ifications that describe supply routes of power from a source
to a load.

3. Synthesis of ReactiveManagement System by Linear
Temporal Logic

In this section, based on the methodology and tool proposed
in [19]–[21], we synthesize a reactive EMS for the building
microgrid that archives the objectives in Sect. 2.2.

3.1 Summarized Theory

First of all, we summarize the methodology and tool in [19]–
[21] for automatic generation of reactive control systems
from temporal logic specifications. A problem on synthesis
of a reactive control system (i.e. a controller that reacts to
a dynamic, a priori unknown environment) is presented in
the following LTL specification ϕ of assume-guarantee form

[19]–[21]:

ϕ = ϕe → ϕs (1)

where ϕe is the conjunction of LTL specifications that char-
acterize assumptions on the environment, and ϕs is the con-
junction of LTL specifications that characterize the system
requirements. Please refer to Appendix A for syntax of LTL.
The synthesis problem can be regarded as a two-player game
between the environment and controlled plant [19]–[21]. For
a subset of LTL called Generalized Reactivity (1) (GR(1)),
the problem can be solved in polynomial time [28]. Given
a GR(1) specification, the temporal logic planning toolbox,
called TuLip, automatically generates a finite automaton that
represents a reactive control system [29], which will be used
in this paper.

3.2 Formal Specifications with LTL

Next, we describe the requirements in Sect. 2.2 and supply
routes for every load as LTL specification. To do so, let us
define the boolean variables gi to represent the health status
of the power sources Gi (i = 1, . . . , 4). The condition gi = 1
implies that Gi can supply power, which we call healthy, and
gi = 0 implies that Gi cannot supply power, which we call
unhealthy. Also, the boolean variable BS is defined to rep-
resent whether or not the State of Charge (SOC) of Battery is
within its available range; BS = 0 implies the SOC deviates
from the range. That is to say, Battery can supply power to
a load only if both g3 and BS coincide with 1. The status
of the power sources depends on the dynamic analog envi-
ronment surrounding the building. In this sense, Gi and BS
are called the environment variables [19]–[21]. The boolean
variable BS is introduced to represent the specification of the
charging of Battery G3 from PV G2. Battery can be charged
from G2 even if commercial power source G1 is unhealthy.
This specification is not represented only with the boolean
variable g3. On the other hand, EV G4 is never charged
if commercial power source G1 is unhealthy. In order to
fully represent the different specifications of charging, we
introduced BS to Battery G3. In addition to these, we de-
fine the boolean variables si (i = 1, . . . , 11) to represent the
operating status of switches Si , which are called the control
variables [19]–[21]. The condition si = 0 (or 1) implies that
Si is open (or close). The boolean variables nl, c`, and `
are also defined to represent the powering condition of loads
N L, CL, and L: for example, c` = 1 (or 0) implies that CL
is powered (or not powered).

3.2.1 Environment

At first, we introduce the five specifications on the environ-
ment ϕe. The first specification is that in order to make the
powering feasible in the target building microgrid, at least
one of the three power sources—commercial power source
G1, Battery G3 and BS, EV G4—need to be always health.
This is described in ϕe1 with the following LTL specification:
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l {g1 = 1 ∨ (g3 = 1 ∧ BS = 1) ∨ g4 = 1} . (2)

The second specification is based on a simple assumption
that we make for commercial power source G1, PV G2,
and Battery G3: once a power source becomes unhealthy
due to failure, it will remain unhealthy. This is due to a
practical constraint that they need long-term repairing. The
specification is described in ϕe2 as follows:

l

3∧
i=1
{(gi = 0) → (lgi = 0)} . (3)

The third to fifth specifications are related to physical con-
straints of the charging status of Battery G3. If Battery
becomes unhealthy (g3 = 0), and its charging becomes im-
possible due to capacity (BS = 0), then we hold the value of
BS at 0. This specification is described in ϕe3 as follows:

l {(g3 = 0 ∧ BS = 0) → (lBS = 0)} . (4)

Also, if Battery becomes unhealthy (g3 = 0), then the SOC
of Battery is maintained. This implies that there is no self-
discharge of Battery (when it does not exchange power). This
specification is described in ϕe4 as follows:

l {(g3 = 0 ∧ BS = 1) → (lBS = 1)} . (5)

Finally, if commercial power sourceG1 is unhealthy (g1 = 0),
PV is unhealthy (g2 = 0), and the SOC of Battery is below
the lower limit of the available range (BS = 0), then it is
impossible for Battery to charge power from PV. Thus, we
hold the value of BS at 0. This specification is described in
ϕe5 as follows:

l {(g1 = 0 ∧ g2 = 0 ∧ BS = 0) → (lBS = 0)} . (6)

In summary, the environment specification ϕe is given
by

ϕe = ϕe1 ∧ ϕe2 ∧ ϕe3 ∧ ϕe4 ∧ ϕe5.

3.2.2 System Requirements

Next, we introduce a series of specifications ϕs on the system
requirements. For the use of reactive control, it is necessary
that the states of environment and control satisfy the one-
to-one correspondence, implying that the resultant reactive
controller represented as a finite automaton should be de-
cidable [18], [28]. As seen in Sect. 2.2, to guarantee the
continuous supply of power to the most critical load CL, we
describe the specification to make a supply route to the most
critical load CL. Now, let us take the route from commercial
power source G1 to CL as an example. The route from G1 to
CL always holds if G1 is health and the switch S11 is closed.
This is described in ϕs1 with the following LTL specification:

l {(g1 = 1 ∧ s11 = 1) → (c` = 1)} . (7a)

The other routes to CL are described in the same manner as
follows:

l {(g2 = 1 ∧ s1 = 1) → (c` = 1)} , (7b)
l {((g3 = 1 ∧ BS = 1) ∧ s6 = 1) → (c` = 1)} , (7c)
l {(g4 = 1 ∧ s8 = 1 ∧ s10 = 1) → (c` = 1)} , (7d)
l {(g4 = 1 ∧ s8 = 1 ∧ s7 = 1) → (c` = 1)} . (7e)

Note that there are the two routes from EV to CL. Similar
specifications are provided for L and N L. Please refer to
Appendix B. The second specification in ϕs is that if a power
source is healthy, then the switch connecting to it should be
closed. This is trivial for making it feasible to supply power
from the source. It is described with ϕs2 as the conjunction
of the following six LTL specifications (8b)–(8f):

l {(g1 = 1) → (s11 = 1)} , (8a)
l {(g1 = 1 ∧ g2 = 1) → (s1 = 1 ∧ s2 = 0)} , (8b)

l {(g1 = 1 ∧ (g3 = 1 ∧ BS = 1)) → (s3 = 1
∧s4 = 0 ∧ s5 = 1 ∧ s6 = 0)} , (8c)

l {(g1 = 1 ∧ g3 = 0) → (s3 = 0 ∧ s4 = 1
∧s5 = 1 ∧ s6 = 0)} , (8d)

l {(g1 = 1 ∧ (g3 = 1 ∧ BS = 0)) → (s3 = 1
∧s4 = 1 ∧ s5 = 1 ∧ s6 = 0)} , (8e)

l {(g1 = 1 ∧ g4 = 1) → (s7 = 0 ∧ s8 = 1
∧s9 = 0 ∧ s10 = 1)} . (8f)

In (8b), commercial power source G1 and PV G2 are healthy.
Thus, switch S1 is closed and switch S2 is opened to use
power supplied from PV maximally as described in (vi) of
Sect. 2.2. In (8c), Battery bypasses power to N L. To do so,
S5 is closed and S6 is opened. In (8d), because Battery G3
is unhealthy, Battery cannot bypass power and commercial
power source supplies power to N L by closing S4. In (8e),
if the SOC of Battery is insufficient (BS = 0), then Battery
is necessary to charge. Thus, commercial power source
G1 supplies power to N L instead of Battery. In (8f), if
commercial power sourceG1 is healthy, thenEV is connected
to the grid for charging or discharging.

The third specification in ϕs is that if commercial power
source G1 is unhealthy, then any distributed power source in
the grid is disconnected from G1 as seen in (iii) of Sect. 2.2.
For this, we control switches S1, S3, S4, S5, S10, and S11 by the
following LTL specification ϕs3:

l {(g1 = 0) → (s1 = 0 ∧ s3 = 0 ∧ s4 = 0
∧s5 = 0 ∧ s10 = 0 ∧ s11 = 0)} . (9a)

Also, if commercial power source G1 is unhealthy and an-
other power source Gi (i = 2, . . . , 4) is healthy, then switches
S2, S6, S7, S8, and S9 are controlled for charging Battery G3
or powering CL and L. This is the specification to realize
the power supply to the loads according to their ranking.
Note that N L is exclusive in the tripped case according to
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the ranking of load importance. This control is formulated
in the following set of LTL specifications:

l {((g1 = 0) ∧ (g2 = 1 ∧ g3 = 1)) → (s2 = 1)} , (9b)
l {((g1 = 0) ∧ (g3 = 1 ∧ BS = 1)) → (s6 = 1)} , (9c)

l {(g1 = 0 ∧ (g3 = 1 ∧ BS = 1) ∧ g4 = 1)
→ (s7 = 0 ∧ s8 = 1 ∧ s9 = 1)} , (9d)

l {(g1 = 0 ∧ (g3 = 0 ∨ BS = 0) ∧ g4 = 1)
→ (s7 = 1 ∧ s8 = 1 ∧ s9 = 0)} . (9e)

In (9b), if both PV G2 and Battery G3 are healthy, then S2
is closed. This is from (vi) in Sect. 2.2. In (9c), if G3 is
healthy and the SOC of Battery is within the available range,
then S6 is closed. This is from (i) and (ii) in Sect. 2.2. Thus,
G3 supplies power to CL. In (9d), if EV G4 is healthy in
addition to (9c), then S7 is opened, and S8 and S9 are closed.
Because both G3 and G4 are healthy, G3 supplies power to
CL and G4 to L. This is from (iv) in Sect. 2.2. In (9e), S7
and S8 are closed, and S9 is opened. In this case, different
from (9d), G3 is unhealthy, and thus G4 supplies power to
CL. Thus, depending on which power source is healthy, it is
possible to determine the supply routes to CL and L. Below,
we will use ϕs3 to represent the conjunction of the five LTL
specifications (9a)–(9e).

The forth specification is opposite to the second one
and is that if a power source is unhealthy, then the switch
connecting to it should be opened. This is required in (vii)
of Sect. 2.2. It is formulated as ϕs4 of the conjunction of the
following four LTL specifications (10a)–(10d):

l {(g2 = 0) → (s1 = 0 ∧ s2 = 0)} , (10a)
l {(g3 = 0) → (s2 = 0 ∧ s3 = 0 ∧ s6 = 0)} , (10b)

l {(g4 = 0) → (s7 = 0 ∧ s8 = 0 ∧ s9 = 0
∧s10 = 0)} , (10c)

l {(BS = 0) → (s6 = 0)} . (10d)

Note that the specification on g1 = 0 has been described in
ϕs3. In (10a), if G2 is unhealthy, then S1 and S2 is opened.
This is from (vii) of Sect. 2.2. In (10b), if G3 is unhealthy,
then S2, S3, and S6 are opened. This is also from (vii) of
Sect. 2.2 and for sending power from the other power source
to CL instead of Battery. Note that S5 is not opened because
supplying power from commercial power source to N L. In
(10c), if G4 is unhealthy, then S7, S8, S9, and S10 are opened.
This is also from (vii) of Sect. 2.2, and switches S7 and S9 are
opened to prevent the flow of power into EV from CL and
L. In (10d), if the SOC of battery is not within the available
range (BS = 0), then S6 is opened. This is because Battery
need to charge and cannot supply power during BS = 0.

In summary, we have the following specification ϕs of
the system requirements:

ϕs = ϕs1 ∧ ϕs2 ∧ ϕs3 ∧ ϕs4.

Fig. 2 Generated automaton of reactive management system under g1 =
0. It has the ten control modes determined by the environment variables
(g4, g3, g2, BS).

Table 2 Truth table of reactive management system generated from LTL
specifications. This describes the control rule of switches under the trip of
commercial power source, that is, g1 = 0.

MODE g4 g3 g2 BS s2 s6 s7 s8 s9
10 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
14 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
17 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
18 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
21 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
22 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
25 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
26 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
29 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

3.3 Synthesis Result

The LTL proposition ϕ = ϕe → ϕs provided above satis-
fies the GR(1) property that is applicable to an automatic
generation tool of reactive system synthesis. Thus, we can
generate by Tulip [29] a finite-state automaton (transition
system) that describes the control rule of on/off status of
the switches satisfying the specifications. The generated au-
tomaton under g1 = 0 is shown in Fig. 2, and the truth table
is shown in Table 2. Mode in the table is defined as a set
of values of the environment variables and control variables,
and indicates how the reactive system responds to changes
of the environment for archiving reliable power supply to the
critical loads.

An example of the control rule represented by the au-
tomaton is shown in Fig. 3. The transition of mode occurs
from (a) to (b). In (a) with MODE10, because commercial
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Fig. 3 Example of control rule of switches shown in Table 2. The thick
lines represent the synthesized routes of power from source to load. The
power sources encompassed by the dotted lines are unhealthy. In MODE10,
PV G2 and EV G4 are unhealthy. Battery supplies power to CL. In
MODE26, both BatteryG3 and EVG4 are healthy. Thus, Battery supplies
power toCL, and EV does power to L.

power source, PV, and EV are unhealthy, power is supplied
to CL from Battery. Here, L is not powered according to the
ranking of load importance. Now, suppose that EV becomes
healthy because it arrives at the building. Then, the transi-
tion of mode occurs fromMODE10 to MODE26, and power
is supplied to both CL and L. Here, EV supplies power to
the second important load L. This shows that the synthe-
sized reactive BEMS handles a change of the environment
variables and achieves reliable power supply to the critical
loads.

4. Numerical Experiment

In this section, we conduct numerical experiments of the
reactive management system synthesized in Sect. 3 using
mathematical models and measured data in practice.

4.1 Measurement Data in Practical Office Building

The first set of measurement data is provided from the prac-
tical office building [25]. The set includes time-series of de-
mand [kWh] in loads of the building and generation [kWh]
in the PV unit. The dataset is shown in Fig. 4 and from 5:00
to 21:59 with equal-sampling of 10 minutes. The dataset is
taken from two days with different time-series of PV gen-
eration and power demand, which we denote by Day-A and

Fig. 4 Time-series data on power consumed by loads and generated by
photovoltaic generation unit. The data are based on measured data in the
practical office building [25] and presented for different two days, denoted
as Day-A and Day-B. The label eLn stands for the consumption of load L
at the healthy situation ofG1, ePV for the generation of PVG2, eCL for the
consumption ofCL at the healthy situation ofG1, eNL for that of NL, and
eLe for that of L at the unhealthy situation of G1.

Day-B. The weather on Day-A was partly cloudy, and the
weather on Day-B was partly rainy. Thus, we evaluate the
performance of the reactive BEMS with two quantitatively-
different data on PV generation. Note that the time-series
of power [kW] in the figure are derived from the original
demand data [kWh]. In the following simulations under a
situation that commercial power source G1 is healthy, the
dataset is used for the three loads CL, N L, and L, and PV
G2. We denote by eLn(t) the consumption of L for the healthy
situation of G1. In the figure, eLe(t) corresponds to a steady
part of the time-series eLn(t) and is required even if com-
mercial power source is unhealthy. We will use eLe(t) for
numerical simulations when G1 is unhealthy. The consump-
tion of load L in Fig. 1 thus changes depending on whether
G1 is healthy or not. The consumption of L, denoted as
eL(t), is described as follows
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Fig. 5 Histogram of departure and arrival time for electric vehicles for
company use, which is based on the practical measurement in the V2X
demonstration project at Osaka, Japan.

eL(t) = g1(t)eLn(t) + (1 − g1(t))eLe(t). (11)

The same assumption holds for CL and N L. At the un-
healthy situation of G1, CL consumes constant power of
4 kW (called eCLe(t)) based on the measurement data in the
practical office building, and N L does not consume power
based on the specification in the practical office building.
In addition, we assume that for the unhealthy situation of
G1, the maximum output power of G2 is restricted due to
its autonomous operation, which output is normally smaller
than grid-connected operation. In the practical office build-
ing, the maximum output power is 5.5 kW. Unfortunately,
we have no practical data on power consumption of a control
server as CPU of BEMS, and hence we do not consider the
amount of power consumed in CPU.

4.2 Measurement Data in V2X Demonstration Project

The second set of measurement data is on practical utiliza-
tion of EVs. We used GPS-based records of EV movement
for company use and associated data on SOC of batteries,
which were collected in the V2X demonstration project at
Osaka Business Park (OBP) in Japan [30]–[32]. The project
focused on automobiles (EV/Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle (PHV))
owned by companies in the OBP and developed a regional
EMS that realized multiple functions: mitigation of the im-
pact of charging from multiple EV/PHVs, suppression of
the loading peak by coordinated use of EV/PHVs, demand
response at the regional scale, and supply of energy under
emergency situation.

From the measurement data, we extracted onsets at
which an EV departed and arrived its owned company. Then,
we plotted the result by the technique in [33] (called SDAT)
as shown in Fig. 5. Also, we extracted the SOC of the plot-
ted EV at every sampling instance of the measurement. The
frequency of timezone pairs (Departure time and Arrival
time) in Fig. 5 was calculated. In Fig. 5, the highest bar with
frequency of 7 is the pair of time-zones of the departure

Table 3 Seven profiles of movement of electric vehicles extracted from
measurement data of the V2X demonstration project at Osaka, Japan

Data No. Departure time Arrival time InitialwEV
[kWh]

wEV at arrival
time [kWh]

1 10:30 17:10 14.56 11.2
2 9:40 16:40 6.64 13.28
3 9:30 17:20 13.2 9.36
4 10:30 17:30 10.24 8.16
5 9:50 16:40 14.72 9.84
6 9:40 16:40 11.04 10.48
7 10:00 16:50 15.52 12.0

in 8:58–10:35 and the arrival in 16:26–17:36. The second
highest bar with frequency of 5 is the pair of time-zones of
the departure in 10:35–12:11 and the arrival in 16:26–17:36.
The frequencies of the other bars are from 1 to 3. Although
depending on the type of business, many company cars are
expected to behave in a similar manner as above; they leave
companies in the early morning and return to them in the
late afternoon. This is why we use the data in numerical ex-
periments for our reactive energy management system. The
data of the most frequent time zones, that is, the highest bar
in Fig. 5, were chosen as the departure and arrival time in
the following simulations. As the result of data analysis,
we identified seven profiles of EV movement as shown in
Table 3. The term “Initial wEV [kWh]” represents the value
of stored energy wEV of in-vehicle battery at the initial time
and was set as the stored energy at around 5:00 AM in the
measured data. The term “wEV at arrival time [kWh]” repre-
sents the value of wEV at the arrival time, and its values in the
table were determined by the measured data. We recall that
the value of “Initial wEV [kWh]” corresponds to the value of
stored energy in EV at 5:00 AM, which is regarded as the
beginning of the day. In that setting, the corresponding EV
was charged from 5:00 AM to the departure time, thus the
value of stored energy at the departure time is larger than the
initial value. As a result, the value of stored energy at the
arrival time possibly becomes larger than its initial value,
which depends on the use of EV outside the building.

4.3 Simulation Procedure

We describe the simulation procedure of power flows in the
building microgrid and charging states of the two batteries:
Battery and EV. For model development, it is assumed that
the power distribution lines are static and lossless, and that
dynamic characteristics of the grid-connected inverters in
PV, Battery, and EV are not considered. This is relevant
because the dynamics of lines and inverters are so fast in
micro-second order and are not dominant in time scales of
our interest in this paper—hourly-order changes of power
flows in the microgrid.

First of all, we introduce variables of power flows and
stored energies. The variables pPV, pEV, pB, and p0 represent
output power from PV, EV, Battery, and commercial power
source, respectively. In addition, wB represents the stored
energy in Battery. Also, we introduce the variables pCL, pL,
and pNL to represent power flowing into loads CL, L, and
N L.
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In the following simulations, we introduce the constraint
on the output power pPV as follows:

0 ≤ pPV(t) ≤ g1(t)PPVn + (1 − g1(t))PPVe. (12)

This is based on the number of power conditioners installed
in the office building. The parameter PPVn represents the
limit of power conditioner when commercial power source
is healthy, and PPVe does the limit of power conditioner when
commercial power source is unhealthy. The value of PPVn is
set as 33 kW and PPVe as 5.5 kW. Note that the rating of PV is
30 kW in the building. As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, since only
one power conditioner is capable of autonomous operation,
PV can output power only up to PPVe under a situation that
commercial power source is unhealthy.

The environment variables g1, g2, and g3 are given as
external signals or data. In order to generate time changes
of the environmental variables g4 and BS, the following
constraints are introduced:

0.07WB,rate ≤ wB(t) ≤ WB,rate, (13)
0.3WEV,rate ≤ wEV(t) ≤ WEV,rate (14)

where WB,rate (or WEV,rate) stands for the rated capacity of
Battery (or EV). The value of WB,rate is set as 9.6 kWh and
WEV,rate as 16.0 kWh based on the practical data. Here,
0.07WB,rate and 0.3WEV,rate represent the lower limits of
available capacity that are based on practical implementa-
tions. If wB(t) satisfies the constraint (13), then the value
of the environment variable BS is set to 1; otherwise, it is
set to 0. Since wEV(t) is related to EV, the constraint (14)
holds only if an EV arrives the building. The arrival of EV
is determined using the EV profile data in Table 3. Thus,
if wEV(t) satisfies the constraint (14), then the value of the
environment variable g4 is set to 1.

For given data on the environment variables above,
(eLn(t), ePV(t), eCL(t), eNL(t), eLe(t)) in Fig. 4, and eCLe(t),
it is possible to compute time changes of the variables
(p0(t), pCL(t), pL(t), pNL(t), pPV(t), pEV(t), pB(t)) in power
flows and of charging states (wB(t), wEV(t)) of the batteries.
The details of the computation are presented in Appendix
C. We do not include the charging/discharging efficiency of
batteries in the computation. The charging/discharging effi-
ciency of batteries highly depends on SOC an temperature
surrounding the batteries. Unfortunately, there is no practi-
cal data on the charging/discharging efficiency of batteries,
and hence its inclusion is in future work.

In the following simulations, the timewhen commercial
power source becomes unhealthy is set as one hour or two
hours before the arrival time in Table 3. Note that wB(t)
is maintained at WB,rate = 9.6 kWh under a situation that
commercial power source is healthy. This condition is based
on the use of battery in the practical office building and is
for simplicity of the experiments.

4.4 Simulation Results and Discussion

First of all, we present an example of time changes of power

flows and charging states under the reactive BEMS. Fig-
ures 6(a) and 6(b) show the simulation results of power flows
and charging states using No.1 data as EV profile and Day-A
data in Fig. 4. The first to third rows of Fig. 6(a) show the
time changes of the environment variables. The forth row
shows the time changes of power supply in commercial power
source and the sum of the power flowing into each load. The
fifth row shows the time changes of power outputs in PV,
EV, and Battery. The sixth row shows the time changes of
charging states of the batteries. Figure 6(b) shows the time
changes of the control variables that represent the operating
status of the eleven switches and react to the above environ-
ment changes. In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), EV starts charging at
5:00AM and leaves at the departure time 10:30AM (namely,
g4 becomes zero). After this, commercial power source is
tripped at 16:10. While EV leaves the building, Battery
supplies power to the critical load CL by opening switch S5
and closing S6. EV arrives at 17:10 and then supplies power
to the second critical load L by closing switches S8 and S9.
That is, the mode transition occurs at 17:10 from MODE 14
to MODE30. At 19:10, the stored energy wEV(t) falls below
the lower limit of the constraint (14) so that the environment
variable g4 becomes zero. Finally, at 20:00 the stored energy
wB(t) falls below the lower limit of the constraint (13). No
power is therefore supplied to CL after that time.

Next, as a performance evaluation, we consider the du-
ration of continuous power supply to the critical loads. The
simulation results on Day-A and Day-B data are presented in
Fig. 7. The figures (A1) and (B1) (or (A2) and (B2)) show
the results when commercial power source is tripped 1 hour
(or 2 hour) before the arrival time of EV. We explain the
meaning of labels in Fig. 7. The labels indicate the duration
when power is supplied to load CL or L under a tripped
situation. The label “CL powered (w/o control)” indicates
the duration if switches S7, S8, and S9 are not controlled, im-
plying the case where the reactive BEMS is not introduced
in the building. Also, the label “CL powered (w/ control)”
indicates the duration if the reactive BEMS is introduced,
and the label “L powered (w/ control)” does the duration if
the reactive BEMS is introduced.

Now, we focus on Figs. 7(A1) and (A2) on Day-A. In
the synthesized reactive BEMS, the duration of continuous
power supply to CL is extended with EV. Precisely saying,
if BS = 0 holds, then EV starts to supply power to CL by
controlling switches S7, S8, and S9. The figures show that
the durations “CL powered (w/o control)” and “CL pow-
ered (w/ control)” are the same. Because Day-A is partly
cloudy, the amount of generated power from PV is enough
to charging Battery so that BS = 1 holds during most of
the day, and the amount of wEV at the arrival time is not
sufficiently larger than wB of Battery G3 (for example, see
Fig. 6(a)). Therefore, no difference appears for the duration
of continuous power supply to CL with and without BEMS.
Also, without BEMS, L is never powered because no control
of the switches is conducted. In the figures (A1) and (A2)
with BEMS, however, we see that L is powered with EV by
controlling the switches.
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Fig. 6 Simulation of BEMS performance No.1 data in Table 3 as EV profile and Day-A data as power
demand and PV output. In the figure (a), the first to third rows show the time changes of environment
variables; the forth row the time changes of power supply from commercial power and the sum of the
power flowing into each load; the fifth row the time changes of power outputs in PV, EV, and Battery;
and the sixth row the time changes of charging states of the batteries. The figure (b) shows the time
changes of the operating status of the eleven switches that reacted to changes of the environment.

Next, we focus on Figs. 7(B1) and (B2) on Day-B. Day-
B is partly rainy, and hence the amount of generated power
from PV is not enough to activating Battery so that BS = 0
holds at early evening of the day (please see the onset when
the duration “CL powered (w/o control)” is terminated).
Also, the amount of wEV at the arrival time is sufficient
to powering L or CL. Thus, we expect in the synthesized
BEMS that EV works for keeping powering to CL instead of
Battery. Indeed, it is shown in the figures (B1) and (B2) that
the duration “CL powered (w/ control)” is longer than “CL
powered (w/o control)“. For example, in case of No.1 in (B1)
the duration of continuous power supply to CL is extended
by 10 minutes. For this extension, after EV arrives the build-
ing, it firstly supplies to power L and then to CL depending

on the charging state of Battery and the stored energy of EV.
This is realized with the control rule of switches described
by the generated automaton in Fig. 2. We numerically show
that the synthesized reactive BEMS works for reliable power
supply to the critical loads.

5. Conclusion

This paper reported synthesis of reactive BEMSwith EV us-
ing the formal method and its numerical experiments based
on measurement data in a practical office building and EV
profile in a practical demonstration project. The synthesis
part of this paper is an application of the methodology and
tool developed in [19]–[21] to a novel control problem on
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Fig. 7 Duration of continuous power supply to the critical loads. The computation is conducted with
No.1 to 7 data in Table 3 and Day-A or Day-B data in Fig. 4. The figures (A1) and (B1) (or (A2) and
(B2)) show the results that commercial power source is tripped 1 hour (or 2 hours) before the arrival
time.

BEMS with utilization of EV. In the evaluation part, we
conducted numerical experiments of the synthesized BEMS
using practically-measured data in the practical office build-
ing and a V2G demonstration project in Japan. A series
of numerical experiments of power flows in the microgrid
was presented with measurement data on generation and
load as well as EV movement. This shows that the syn-
thesized BEMS extends the duration for supplying power to
the critical load CL and enables power supply to L when
commercial power source is tripped. Thus, we show that
the reactive BEMS works as designed and effectively for ex-
tending the duration of continuous power supply to the most
critical load.

Several follow-up studies of the work are possible.
Firstly, we need to consider a case where power sources
eventually return to healthy because it is of technological
importance to reconnect them to the distribution network.
In particular, it is of practically importance to include a re-
quirement of return to the healthy condition of commercial
power source. Also, it is of technological interest to design

a control method for extending the duration of continuous
power supply to the critical loads. Regarding this, it is nec-
essary to develop a detailed model of dynamic simulations
including characteristics of power sources such the charg-
ing/discharging efficiency of batteries. In addition, for a
scale of building energy systems, a large number of compo-
nents coexist and thus cause a potential error in LTL specifi-
cations. We speculate that this type of potential error can be
avoided with the physical protection system such as circuit
breakers and relays. In this sense, it becomes significant to
explore an integrated design of a logic system like this paper
and a physical system for more reliable energy management
of the building microgrid.
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Appendix A: Syntax of LTL

In this appendix, we explain Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
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including the temporal concept [18]. This paper uses the
following LTL symbols and notations. LTL’s main building
block is the atomic proposition, which is a statement on a
valuation of variables that has a unique truth value. LTL
combines logical connectives as shown below: ¬: nega-
tion, ∨: disjunction, ∧: conjunction, →: implication, and
↔: equivalence. In addition to the above standard symbols,
symbols representing temporal operators are used in LTL.
Here, let us use ϕ to represent a given proposition. l repre-
sents next; lϕ signifies at the next time instant ϕ is true. l

represents always; lϕ signifies at all times ϕ is true.

Appendix B: Specifications of Power Routes to L and
NL

In this appendix, we describe the specifications from the
power sources to L and N L. This is described with the
following LTL specification:

l {(g1 = 1 ∧ s11 = 1) → (` = 1)} ,
l {(g2 = 1 ∧ s1 = 1) → (` = 1)} ,
l {(g4 = 1 ∧ s8 = 1 ∧ s10 = 1) → (` = 1)} ,
l {(g4 = 1 ∧ s8 = 1 ∧ s9 = 1) → (` = 1)} ,
l {((g3 = 1 ∧ BS = 1) ∧ s5 = 1) → (n` = 1)} ,
l {(g1 = 1 ∧ s11 = 1 ∧ s4 = 1 ∧ s5 = 1)
→ (n` = 1)} .

Appendix C: Details of Computation in Sect. 4

In this appendix, we describe how to numerically compute
the power flows and charging states of the batteries. Below,
we hold the values of g2 and g3 at 1, and assume that EV
does not discharge at the healthy situation of G1. This is for
simplicity of the performance evaluation.

pPV(t) = g1(t)ePV(t) + pPVB(t),

pPVB(t) =




(1 − g1(t))PPVe

if PPVe ≤ ePV(t) < (6 h−1)(WB,rate
− wB(t)) + eCLe(t),

(1 − g1(t))(6 h−1)(WB,rate − wB(t))
+ eCLe(t)
if (6 h−1)(WB,rate − wB(t))
+ eCLe(t) ≤ ePV(t) < PPVe,

min{(1 − g1(t))PPVe, (1 − g1(t))(6 h−1)
×(WB,rate − wB(t)) + eCLe(t)}

if PPVe ≤ ePV(t) and (6 h−1)
×(WB,rate − wB(t)) + eCLe(t) ≤ ePV(t),

(1 − g1(t))ePV(t)
(otherwise),

pEV(t) = − pEVG(t) + (1 − g1(t))g4(t) {BS(t)eLe(t)
+ (1 − BS(t))eCLe(t)} ,

pEVG(t) =




g4(t)g1(t)(4.0 kW)
if 4.0 kW ≤ (6 h−1)(WEV,rate − wEV(t)),

g4(t)g1(t)(6 h−1)(WEV,rate − wEV(t))
(otherwise),

pB(t) = BS(t)(1 − g1(t))eCLe(t) − pPVB(t),

p0(t) = g1(t) {−ePV(t) + eNL(t) + eCL(t) + eLn(t)}
+ pEVG(t),

pCL(t) = g1(t)eCL(t) + (1 − g1(t)) {1 − (1 − BS(t))
×(1 − g4(t))} eCLe(t),

pL(t) = g1(t)eLn(t) + (1 − g1(t))BS(t)g4(t)eLe(t),

pNL(t) = g1(t)eNL,

wB(t + 1) = wB(t) −
(
10
60

h
)

pB(t),

wEV(t + 1) = wEV(t) −
(
10
60

h
)

pEV(t).
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